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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe a novel robotic concept 

targeted towards future space colonization missions. 

We propose to use Robotic Exoskeletons to introduce 

dynamic function changing to our swarms of compli-

ant robots and to control our overall system using 

advanced Deep Learning techniques aimed at emulat-

ing the adaptation capabilities of social insects’ colo-

nies.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Space colonization is a long-term goal of internation-

al space programs, and ambitious mission concepts 

involving full-fledged space cities have started to 

take shape in recent years. However, such challeng-

ing goals require a change of paradigm in space ro-

botics to create more flexible and versatile platforms 

and control infrastructure able to ensure and support 

human presence on extraterrestrial celestial bodies. In 

this paper, we present innovative and disruptive ro-

botics’ concepts to tackle the challenge of space ex-

ploration, with the long-term goal of creating perma-

nent human colonies in extraterrestrial environments. 

We introduce the notion of robotic exoskeletons and 

modular robots, then show how they can be com-

bined with advanced Artificial Intelligence and Deep 

Learning techniques to create a versatile and efficient 

robotics framework for space exploration and coloni-

zation. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Self-Reconfigurable Modular Robots (SRMRs) are 

robots able to adapt to the task at hand autonomously 

and have been proposed to provide more versatility to 

robotic systems [1]. These systems can tackle com-

plex tasks by having the assembly of SRMRs change 

its shape to adapt and overcome unexpected difficul-

ties. SRMRs are particularly well suited for missions 

with versatile objectives in largely unknown envi-

ronments. The fact of being more versatile presents a 

considerable advantage when considering space mis-

sions in which payload is extremely limited. Howev-

er, these platforms have traded specialization for ver-

satility, resulting in lower performance than that of a 

dedicated system. 

3 ROBOTIC EXOSKELETONS 

We propose to tackle the challenges of the upcoming 

space missions using a novel concept based on 

SRMRs and Robotic Exoskeletons (REs) [2]. REs 

can be thought of as external suits that the robots can 

equip to boost their capabilities along a given per-

formance axis. For example, a rolling robot design to 

move on solid terrain could equip a specialized exo-

skeleton, which gives it better traction on sand. Using 

REs offers excellent flexibility in terms of mission 

planning since the capabilities of the robots can be 

changed on the fly depending on the task to be per-

formed and on the stage of the mission. The resulting 

system is not only more robust against unexpected 

failures due to the decoupling between specialized 

actions (via REs) and core functionalities (SRMR 

basic units), but it is also upgradable, which is a 

property that has never been implemented in such 

space systems. By sending new REs on the mission 

site, the systems can gain new or improved function-

alities, and the overall cost of exploitation of the sys-

Figure 1: A conceptual depiction of a Base Unit 

(blue sphere) equipping an exoskeleton (grey and 

green planar structure). 
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tem will be reduced. 

In order to cope with payload limitation and heavily 

constrained on-site production capabilities, we will 

take inspiration from the art of origami to design our 

REs. We propose to create planar REs that the base 

robotic units can autonomously equip via a rolling 

motion on the RE, which will trigger a sequential 

folding of the RE around the unit (Figure 1). 

Another limitation of individual SRMRs is the issue 

of the scale of the basic unit. Some tasks, such as 

long-range exploration missions, may require consid-

ering large units while others, such as the exploration 

of small crevices, need small and flexible robots. We 

propose to tackle the scaling challenge by introducing 

Multi-Units REs (MUREs). We are designing small 

Base Units (BUs) that have the ability to use MUREs 

to connect with each other and to amplify some of 

their capabilities. For example, several Base Units 

could equip a large MURE capable of not only trans-

porting the BUs themselves, but also carrying several 

REs as cargo, and travel long distances using motion 

amplification. When they arrive at their destination, 

they separate again, use the REs to carry out their 

mission and go back to the base station. 

4 BASE UNIT 

The design of the Base Units is challenging since 

they will be the core element of the system. Consid-

ering past results [3] showing the benefit of using 

compliant structures for locomotion and impact ab-

sorption, we decided to create compliant Base Units 

able to exhibit fast locomotion on rough terrains and 

to withstand considerable impacts. These Base Units 

are equivalent to compliant modular units with active 

connection capabilities to equip the REs and interact 

with the environment. Determining the set of func-

tions that the Base Units should have is a problem on 

its own that needs in-depth investigation. The balance 

between BUs and REs for function allocation is simi-

larly crucial. 

The field of compliant robotics has rapidly expanded 

in recent years. Compliant platforms offer significant 

advantages over their rigid counterparts in terms of 

robustness against perturbations and impact re-

sistance, mimicking living organisms in many aspects. 

They are exceptionally well suited for applications in 

which the environment is mostly unknown and when 

interacting with humans or fragile objects is required.   

However, they also introduce challenges mainly at 

the level of their control architecture since compli-

ance is hard to model and to account for in classical 

control schemes. Several control schemes have been 

developed to introduce compliance into the field of 

modular robotics [4,5,6] with promising results for 

locomotion performance and impact absorption. 

However, compliant mechanisms and platforms have 

been seldom used in the space domain due to the in-

herent control difficulties and the choice of material 

that need to resist the harsh environment of space. 

The design of our BU is inspired by the Minerva II 

(JAXA) [7] and MBlocks (MIT) [8] robots. 

The materials available for compliant robots and the 

current mechanisms are complex to design and pro-

duce, which makes them unsuited for on-site produc-

tion in space. The proposed approach requires simpli-

fied yet efficient structures able to withstand the con-

straint of space environments in terms of material 

choice but also from a structural point of view. 

5 CONTROL FRAMEWORK 

The autonomy of our robotic framework will be one 

of the critical elements to developing large scale in-

frastructures through ever-changing conditions and 

objectives. In order to empower our system with such 

a level of autonomy, we extend our recent work [9], 

and we explore the use of advanced Artificial Intelli-

gence and Deep Learning techniques [12] for the 

control of individual units, robot sub-teams, and at 

the level of the entire swarm. The framework that we 

are proposing relies on a multi-level dynamic task 

and function allocation that has not been investigated 

yet. One of our objectives will be to emulate the im-

pressive behaviors observed in social insects’ colo-

nies. 

6 CONCLUSION 

This paper summarizes the main elements of a new 

framework for future space exploration and coloniza-

tion missions based on the novel concept of Robotic 

Exoskeletons and controlled using advanced Artifi-

cial Intelligence techniques. 
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